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Want to concentrate on specific vegetables that are easy to grow and are favorites in most

cookbooks? The author would like to stress the importance of growing the right type and mix of

veggies. This way you get a better crop and useful veggies that usually go hand in hand with each

other. Don't try to do too much too soon. Don't try to start planting when it's too cold outside. The

lowest soil temperature for planting is 40 degrees Fahrenheit. The best soil temperature is around

50 degrees to 60 degrees. Every successful farmer/gardener has a mentality that considers nature

first, before spur-of-the-moment decisions. As an added bonus, planting veggies will turn you into a

very observant person. You know you're a serious farmer/gardener when: you learn to watch the

news for a weather forecast; you constantly look at the temperature; you're schedule improves

because you need to water your plants at this hour every day. Vegetable gardening topics... Real

Men Know Their DirtSmall Plots Make for a Great Start Your Personal Salad Bar The Plot

Thickens!Finally It's Time to Plant!Watering Your PlantsTrimming and Harvesting and Final

ThoughtsMuch, much more!
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Ever since I was young I've wanted to grow my own food, especially vegetables considering some

of the easy to maintain plants like potatoes, and such, but after trying to dive right in I quickly got in

over my head. Then I seen this guide and figured why not give it a shot. Since I've read into this

book I've never had such luscious looking plants nor have I seen such good looking veggies either.



Better then what I can afford at the store for sure.

Only because of this book I have managed to get my self a small garden going and it is all thanks to

this book, I strongly recommend it as it goes through pretty much everything you need to know and

excels at things most books fail to talk about. You can be a legend or even a completely new person

to gardening and still come away with lots of new tips after reading this.A full 5 stars from me and it

was totally worth the read.

I have various books on vegetable cultivating, as I have been planting for years. I've read numerous

how-to books, and this one definitely stands out as one of the best. I don't get the "do it my way"

vibe from this book. It's full of helpful data, however the creator is mindful so as to say there is more

than one approach to do a significant number of the tasks and planting and in addition alternatives

for mixtures of plants and seeds. I'd recommend this book to anyone interested in vegetable

gardening, because it's one of the best I've owned.

I was new to vegetable gardening, but one of my friends started doing it so I bought this guide to

help me out. It really explains all the basics of vegetable gardening in a well-written, easy to

understand guide. I really enjoyed this guide, and highly recommend it since it's the best for such a

little guide. Beginner friendly!

Difficult to read for me but informative.I am most definitely a beginner when it comes to vegetable

gardening and herb gardening. This gave me a little insight but could have been easier for me to

read.

This is definitely the ultimate guide to gardening. It had everything I needed to know to start growing

some veggies (tomatos and onions). They turned out amazing and I'm glad I got the correct

instructions from this book. The author truly knows her stuff. There's also a chapter on which bugs

or good or bad and on pesticides and the whole nine. I'm happy I picked up this book.

These are greatest tips that helped my aunt and me about growing Healthy and organic vegetables.

We hired a acre lenght and here have started vegetables growing. After reading this ebook we are

now into starting of business and we are getting good results till now. The author is real expert i can

say for sure.



Great tips! I'm a beginner gardener and I've got a tiny piece of land but it's good enough! This book

has some great tips for testing your soil to find a good place to plant, I like the testing for

earthworms and even doing a ph check. The author even included all the small items that are easy

to plant and harvest, such as stevia... Never even thought of that! I will totally plant it, I buy it from

the store all the time why not make it myself! Great read
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